These are projects carried out to qualify as a construction foreman or surveyor. Students were taught to be specific and pragmatic in the themes of the projects and in the technical solutions, so the drawings tend to be simple and devoid of the artistic pretensions of academic architects. For the construction foremen, the fundamental purpose of the plan was to give indications for the project to be understood by the craftsmen who had to build them. Most projects consist of an initial sketch (prueba de repente), floor plans, elevations, sections and construction details, plus a budget.

The archive contains 1,187 documents of projects by construction foremen and 47 by surveying students. Some of these drawings and plans are accessible in the Digital Memory of Catalonia.
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Pujol Salomó, Antonio. Design for a rental house: facades, plans, sections and details. 1867. AG-000423.
Terri Caballé, Antoni. Design for a Summer House in Barcelona: garden facade; section along the line DE of the floor plan; entrance facade, 1860. AG-000062.
Miret Reventós, Cayetano. Facade design for a courtyard of a house for a rich storekeepe, 1867. AG-000410.
Rocamora Pellicer, Joaquín. Design of a house for a lawyer in Igualada, 1867. AG-000436.
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Surroca Grau, Francisco. Project of a stable of operator: facade, sections and details, 1868. AG-000186.

Planella i Roura, Macario. House project for a bakery: Facade; Details, 1863. AG-000162